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Self-assembly and conformation of tetrapyridyl-porphyrin molecules
on Ag„111…
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British Columbia V6T 1Z4, Canada
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J. V. Barth
Department of Chemistry and Physics & Astronomy, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
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�Received 21 December 2005; accepted 16 March 2006; published online 17 May 2006�

We present a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy �STM� study on the supramolecular
ordering of tetrapyridyl-porphyrin �TPyP� molecules on Ag�111�. Vapor deposition in a wide
substrate temperature range reveals that TPyP molecules easily diffuse and self-assemble into large,
highly ordered chiral domains. We identify two mirror-symmetric unit cells, each containing two
differently oriented molecules. From an analysis of the respective arrangement it is concluded that
lateral intermolecular interactions control the packing of the layer, while its orientation is induced
by the coupling to the substrate. This finding is corroborated by molecular mechanics calculations.
High-resolution STM images recorded at 15 K allow a direct identification of intramolecular
features. This makes it possible to determine the molecular conformation of TPyP on Ag�111�. The
pyridyl groups are alternately rotated out of the porphyrin plane by an angle of 60°. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2194541�

I. INTRODUCTION

The controlled assembly of highly organized architec-
tures on surfaces using functional molecular species is a
promising approach to design novel nanostructured materi-
als. Notably the formation and characterization of porphyrin
adlayers on surfaces are of great interest from the fundamen-
tal and technological points of view. This class of molecules
plays an important role in biological processes such as oxy-
gen transport and photosynthesis. Accordingly, thin films as-
sembled from these versatile molecular building blocks can
be applied as optical switches,1 solar cells,2,3 and sensors.4

In the last decade two-dimensional assemblies of meso-
substituted porphyrins have been investigated on various
substrates making use of the excellent real space imaging
capabilities of scanning tunneling microscopy �STM�. Par-
ticular attention was given to two issues that embody the
functionality of this class of porphyrins. First, the mesosub-
stituents, often referred to as legs, are able to rotate around
the C–C � bond connecting each of them to the porphyrin
core �cf. Fig. 1�. This allows conformational adaptation of
the molecule to its local environment. Accordingly, a wide
range of dihedral angles � is observed. While large values
�60° ���90° � are typical in solid phases5–7 smaller angles
down to �=0° are suggested for molecules adsorbed on
metal surfaces,8,9 promoted by the increased coupling of the
molecular � system to the substrate. The rotation of a leg can

also be directly induced by a tip of a scanning probe
microscope,10 which even allows to determine the energy
necessary to operate such a molecular “switch.”11 However,
dihedral angles below roughly 60° result in distortions of the
initially planar porphyrin core,12 as steric repulsion between
hydrogen atoms of the ring and the hydrogens of the porphy-
rin macrocycle sets in �c.f., Refs. 13 and 14�. Second, meso-
substituted porphyrins with a wide variety of end-groups can
be synthesized. This makes them well-established building
blocks for metal-organic networks in solid state chemistry.15

On surfaces their adsorption and self-assembly behavior
in dependence on the chemical characteristics of the substitu-
ents is of special interest. It is the subtle balance between
adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-substrate interactions
that controls the self-assembly of low-dimensional supramo-
lecular nanostructures. For example, porphyrins functional-
ized by carboxyl groups enabling hydrogen bonding show an
intermolecular ordering very different from the close-packed
arrangement expected without hydrogen bonds.16 Alterna-
tively, substituents with an asymmetric charge distribution
promoting dipole-dipole interactions between the porphyrins
allows to assemble supramolecular aggregates with con-
trolled size and shape, while the original porphyrins form
compact islands.13,17

The influence of the substrate on the porphyrin adlayer
formation process and the resulting structure was studied in
solution on graphite and various Au surfaces.18–24 Addition-
ally, self-assembly of vapor deposited porphyrins was ex-
plored on several Au, Ag, and Cu surfaces.25–30

Here, we focus for the first time on the supramolecular
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ordering of a vapor deposited pyridil terminated porphyrin
species in two dimensions �2D�. Specifically, we used
5,10,15,20-tetra�4-pyridyl�porphyrin �TPyP� molecules on
Ag�111�. TPyP, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of a central
porphyrin macrocycle and four terminal pyridyl rings. The N
termination of the lateral groups, that favors linking to metal
centers, makes TPyP a promising building block for su-
pramolecular aggregates31,32 and elaborated metal-organic
architectures.33–36 Our high-resolution images of TPyP reveal
well-ordered two-dimensional layers on Ag�111�. From the
data we determine the molecular conformation of the ad-
sorbed species on the surface and conclude that the packing
of the layer is controlled by intermolecular interactions while
the orientation of the layer is induced by the coupling to the
Ag�111� substrate.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

All experiments were performed in a custom-designed
ultrahigh vacuum �UHV� apparatus with a base pressure be-
low 2�10−10 mbar, comprising a low-temperature scanning
tunneling microscope �LT-STM�. This highly stable
instrument37 capable of atomic manipulation was designed
by G. Meyer at FU Berlin and is commercially available
through Createc.38 The Ag�111� single crystal surface was
cleaned by repeated cycles of 800 eV Ar+ sputtering fol-
lowed by annealing to 750 K. Subsequently, TPyP �97+%
purity, Frontier Scientific� was deposited by organic molecu-
lar beam epitaxy �OMBE� from a quartz crucible held at
525 K. Typical evaporation rates are roughly 0.03 Ml/min.
The TPyP was thoroughly degassed prior to any experiments
resulting in a background pressure in the 10−10 mbar range
during deposition. Typically, coverages below full monolayer
saturation were employed for the TPyP layers, in order to
have bare metal patches available to form the STM tip and to
determine the apparent height of the TPyP molecules. After
dosing TPyP at substrate temperatures in the range of

100–500 K, the sample was cooled down and transferred
into the STM, where constant current images were recorded
at �15 K using electrochemically etched tungsten tips.

In agreement with earlier STM studies and investiga-
tions employing complementary experimental techniques
sensitive to the chemical structure of the molecules as pho-
toemission and x-ray absorption we presume that vapor de-
posited porphyrins adsorb intact on the sample surface.39,40

Furthermore, it was shown that tunneling on porphyrin ad-
layers applying resistances typical for molecular imaging
does not distort the molecular electronic structure.41

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Two-dimensional self-assembly

Figure 2 shows the STM images of the highly ordered
layer structure resulting from TPyP deposition on Ag�111�.
The formation of large domains extended over hundreds of
nanometers even at room temperature indicates a low diffu-
sion barrier of TPyP on Ag�111�. Accordingly, no single mol-
ecules can be immobilized even by lowering the substrate
temperature to 100 K during deposition. One observes a
staggered arrangement of clearly resolved molecular units.
All molecules within a row �I� following a given direction
are oriented the same way, while this orientation switches in
the neighboring rows �II�. Consequently, every second row
shows the same molecular orientation. This characteristic
pattern evolves in a wide substrate temperature range of
300–500 K. Figure 2�c� highlights the intramolecular fea-
tures already detectable on the rather large scales of Figs.
2�a� and 2�b�. Besides the core with a depression in the cen-
ter, one can identify four protrusions forming a rectangle.
From the molecular dimensions we assign each protrusion to
one of the pyridyl legs. This is in agreement with the gener-
ally encountered parallel adsorption geometry of the porphy-
rin macrocycle on metal surfaces and indicates that the py-
ridyl groups are not oriented perpendicular to the molecular
core �dihedral angle ��90°�. The corresponding models in
Fig. 2�c� clarify the structure and help to identify molecular
features.

We describe this TPyP structure by a nearly rectangular
unit cell with a molecule in every corner and a central mol-
ecule in a different azimuthal orientation. The unit cell pa-
rameters are as follows: b1=13.9±0.2 Å, b2=27.4±0.2 Å,
and �=93±2°.

On the Ag�111� surface one can identify two types of
domains, labeled D� and D�, respectively. They are drawn
schematically in Fig. 3. The axis of the corner molecules is
rotated either clockwise �D�� or counterclockwise �D�� away
from the long side of the unit cell. Thus, the nonchiral TPyP
building blocks assemble into chiral domains, i.e., there is
enantiomorphic ordering.42–44 When checking the azimuthal
orientation of the two domains relative to the substrate, we
find that the domains are rotated by an angle ±	=16° away
from the close-packed substrate rows. One domain clockwise
�
�, the other one counterclockwise ���. This means that
these two domains are mirror images of each other, with the
mirror plane perpendicular to the surface aligned along a
substrate high symmetry direction. Consequently, the do-

FIG. 1. Model of the tetrapyridyl-porphyrin �TPyP� molecule in its ground-
state conformation. The top view �upper panel� highlights the central por-
phyrin core and the four terminal pyridyl groups, the legs. The latter are
alternately rotated out of the porphyrin macrocycle plane resulting in two
different sidelengths S1 and S2 in the STM data. In the side view �lower
panel� the dihedral angle ��60° between the porphyrin plane and the py-
ridyl rings is indicated.
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mains experience the substrate potential and the azimuthal
orientation of the molecular layer is given by the interaction
with the substrate. In the experimental data, all possible six
distinguishable azimuthal domain orientations �−	 ,−	
−60° ,−	−120° ;	 ,	+60° ,	+120° � are observed.

To check the registry of the TPyP overlayer with the
subjacent Ag�111� substrate we evaluate the epitaxy matrix C
relating the overlayer unit cell vectors �b1 ,b2� to primitive
basis vectors of the substrate lattice �a1 ,a2�. The latter are
extracted from atomic resolution images recorded on bare
Ag�111� patches in between TPyP islands.

�b1

b2
� = C�a1

a2
� = � 3.9 1.5

− 7.5 10.7
��a1

a2
� .

As no element of the matrix C is integer,45 we conclude

that the TPyP overlayer is not commensurate with the under-
lying Ag�111� substrate. This notation based on a classifica-
tion scheme for molecule-metal heteroepitaxy46,47 signals
that not every equivalent molecule in the adlayer unit cell
resides on an equivalent substrate lattice site. Accordingly,
variation in the imaging height exist. Figure 4 shows a long-
range intensity modulation, a quasihexagonal Moiré pattern
with a periodicity of roughly 43 Å along the molecular rows.
This indicates that the lateral intermolecular interactions
dominate over site-specific adsorption on the smooth
Ag�111� substrate. The Moiré pattern is most pronounced in
STM images recorded at low bias voltages. As the molecules
act as scattering centers for the surface state electrons48 one
observes a standing wave pattern on the bare Ag�111� region
in the bottom part of Fig. 4.

The observed molecular packing is in accordance with
the results from elementary molecular mechanics calcula-
tions. We applied the MM+ force field of the HYPERCHEM 7.5

molecular modeling package to calculate the noncovalent in-
teractions, i.e., electrostatic and van der Waals forces49 as a

FIG. 2. �Color online� Characteristic structure of self-assembled TPyP layer
on Ag�111�. �a� The overview STM image shows that all molecules within a
row following the direction marked by the arrows are aligned the same way,
while there are two distinguishable rows �I, II� exhibiting a different azi-
muthal orientation of the molecules �Vsample=−0.3 V, I=0.8 nA�. �b� On an
intermediate scale the molecular entities are easily recognizable. �c� The
high-resolution image allows to identify intramolecular features �Vsample=
−1.2 V, I=0.7 nA�. Besides the core with a depression in the center, four
protrusions corresponding to the legs are clearly discernible. The TPyP mod-
els including the unit cell �b1 ,b2� highlight the structure and facilitate the
identification of core and terminal pyridyl groups. �see text for details�.

FIG. 3. Model of the two mirror-symmetric domain types observed for
TPyP on Ag�111�. The axis of the corner molecules is either rotated clock-
wise �on the right� or counterclockwise �on the left� away from the long side
of the unit cell. Simultaneously the domains are rotated by an angle 	 of 16°
away from the close-packed substrate rows, one domain clockwise ���, the
other counterclockwise �
�. Thus, a substrate high-symmetry direction rep-
resents a mirror plane for the two domain types, indicating that the azi-
muthal orientation of the domains is mediated by the interaction with the
substrate.

FIG. 4. �Color online� STM image at low sample voltage exhibiting a long-
range height modulation, a Moiré pattern. In the top left corner of the image
the contrast is increased to emphasize the modulation. The white circles
highlight the regions with an increased apparent height. Along the rows
these areas are separated by about 43 Å �arrow�. In the bottom part of the
image the bare Ag�111� surface is exposed exhibiting the well known stand-
ing wave pattern generated by surface state electrons reflected at the mo-
lecular lattice �Vsample=−50 mV, I=0.65 nA�.
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function of intermolecular distance and orientation. A similar
procedure proved to reflect the relative energetics of different
supramolecular arrangements formed by organic molecules
on noble metal substrates quite accurately.50,51 The very low
diffusion barrier and Moiré pattern formation indicate weak
site-specific coupling to the Ag�111� lattice. Thus we neglect
electronic interactions with the substrate, the only restriction
being that an in-plane alignment of the porphyrin cores is
enforced. Starting with two molecules, position �x ,y� and
orientation ��� of the two rigid entities relative to each other
are changed in steps of 0.2 Å �x ,y� and 5° ���, respec-
tively �cf. Fig. 5�a��. During this process the geometry of a
single molecule is not altered, we rather use the conforma-
tion shown in Fig. 1 which is fully consistent with the ex-
perimental findings presented in the next section. From all
the possible configurations the one shown in Fig. 5�a� has the
lowest total energy. It is very close to the in-row alignment
observed in the STM data �cf. Fig. 2�. This pair formation
accounts for an energy gain of about 0.2 eV/molecule. In a
next step a third molecule is added to find the best arrange-
ment �Fig. 5�b��. It is straightforward to extend this structure
to the complete unit cell �Fig. 5�c��. The calculated molecu-
lar packing scheme closely resembles the experimentally ob-
served one. One obtains the parallel alignment of the corner
molecules, while the central molecule has a different azi-
muthal orientation. Thus the lateral coupling mediated by the
pyridyl groups seems to be decisive for the molecular pack-
ing. Accordingly, a phenyl terminated porphyrin species
forms a square unit cell on Ag�111� exhibiting a single mo-
lecular orientation.52

B. Molecular imaging and conformation

After discussing the ordering of TPyP on Ag�111�, we
now address the imaging of the molecule’s intramolecular

features and its conformation. At negative sample bias volt-
ages where the occupied states of the molecule contribute to
the tunneling current, the envelope of the molecules defines a
rectangle �cf. Fig. 2�. The reason for this deviation from a
squarelike geometry is that the pyridyl groups are alternately
rotated out of the porphyrin plane, as depicted in Fig. 1.8,13

This reduces the symmetry from square planar �D4h� to D2d

and results in two different side lengths S1 and S2. By con-
trast, when we apply high positive sample voltages exceed-
ing �0.7 V, we probe the unoccupied molecular orbitals and
the molecular shape is close to a square. This voltage depen-
dence is clearly visible comparing the STM images in Figs.
6�a� and 6�b�, displaying the same surface region. A detailed
discussion of the electronic structure of TPyP on Ag�111� is
beyond the scope of this article and will be addressed
elsewhere.52 However, to interpret the contrast mechanism
we simulated the STM images based on semiempirical ex-
tended Hückel calculations in the framework of the HYPER-

CHEM package.51 A constant electron density contour is ob-
tained by integrating over the relevant molecular orbitals,
which mimics a constant current STM image.53,54 The elec-
tron density is given by a three-dimensional reconstruction
of the Slater orbitals on the basis of the eigenvectors calcu-
lated by HYPERCHEM. The vertical position of the contour is
displayed in a color-coded image �Figs. 6�c� and 6�d��. One
can vary the density level for which the contour is plotted to
get images representing different tip-sample distances and
different tunneling currents, respectively. Similar methods
relating calculated charge density maps of molecular orbitals
to experimental STM data proved to be rather
successful.55–58 Also in our case, the general molecular ap-
pearance can be reproduced surprisingly well, despite ignor-
ing the substrate: for the occupied states we get some inten-
sity from the core and the legs have roughly the same
apparent height �Fig. 6�c�, contributing molecular orbitals:
highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� to HOMO−6�.
For the unoccupied states the four bright lobes corresponding
to the legs dominate the images �Fig. 6�d�, contributing mo-
lecular orbitals: lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
�LUMO� to LUMO+4�. These findings indicate that the mo-

FIG. 5. Lowest energy configurations for �a� two and �b� three TPyP mol-
ecules confined to two dimensions, as calculated by applying the MM+
force field of the HYPERCHEM 7.5 package �Ref. 49�. �c� shows the complete
unit cell structure as extrapolated from �b�. The resulting molecular packing
scheme is very close to the experimentally observed one �cf. Fig. 2�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Voltage-dependent imaging of TPyP on Ag�111�.
STM images representing �a� the occupied �Vsample=−0.9 V, I=0.65 nA�
and �b� the unoccupied electronic states �Vsample=1.6 V, I=0.65 nA�. Both
images display the same surface area, the defect on the bottom right can be
used as marker. STM image simulations based on the semiempirical ex-
tended Hückel method nicely reflect the rectangular shape for the occupied
states �c� and the squarelike pattern dominated by the pyridyl groups for the
unoccupied orbitals �d�.
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lecular orbitals are not too strongly perturbed by the sub-
strate electrons.52 Furthermore, the aspect ratio defined as
S1 /S2 depends sensitively on the orientation of the pyridyl
legs. Consequently, one can employ these simulations in con-
junction with the high-resolution STM data to determine the
molecular conformation. To do so, we calculate images for
different dihedral angles �, and extract the aspect ratios.
They are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of � for the occupied
and unoccupied states and compared to the experimental ob-
servations. The best agreement is achieved for a dihedral
angle of 60±5°. This value relates well to a TPyP dihedral
angle � of �62° in a solid state phase,7 to � of 63° deter-
mined by ab initio calculations for the ground state of a gas
phase TPP molecule13 or to �=59° for TPP on a MoS2 sur-
face extracted by x-ray absorption spectroscopy.59 The simi-
larity of these values for porphyrin molecules in completely
different environments might be explained by the onset of
energetically unfavorable ruffling of the molecular core due
to steric interaction with the rotated mesosubstituents around
this � angle. While a significant distortion of the porphyrin
core is not consistent with our experimental data, a slight
nonplanar deformation cannot be ruled out. It is important to
note that � is directly related to the separation of the mo-
lecular core from the Ag�111� substrate �cf. Fig. 7�. Thus it
controls, for example, the coupling of the metal center in
metalloporphyrins to the substrate.39 The assumption of a
perpendicular orientation of terminal aromatic ring systems,
where many reports are based on, might not be well justified.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, highly ordered chiral domains have been
observed upon deposition of TPyP on Ag�111� in a wide
temperature range. The characteristic supramolecular struc-
ture is explained in terms of intermolecular interactions me-
diated by the terminal pyridyl groups. The observation of a
Moiré pattern points only to a faint influence of the Ag�111�
atomic lattice. A new approach to determine the conforma-
tional adaptation of adsorbed species by STM and simple
electronic configuration analysis was presented: the dihedral
angle � is roughly 60°. This finding is an important feature
as the separation of the molecular core from the substrate is
an important factor in the functionality of 2-D porphyrin
layers.
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